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Mountain Region - DAS Foreman 
 
Job Type: Full-time 
Position: DAS Foreman 
Work Location: Mountain Region (UT Base) 
 
Description: 
Anchor Com, LLC is hiring to fulfill an open DAS Forman role. We are seeking a highly motivated 
and independent individual who is comfortable working in the field requiring direct contact 
with customers and exhibiting confident team leadership. 5 years of related work experience is 
preferred, but not required. The DAS Foreman will be involved in overseeing day-to-day field 
operations along with hands-on support when required in the field. The DAS Forman will also 
assist the Project Manger with coordination and providing daily task updates. This position is 
based out of our North Salt Lake, UT office which supports Anchor Com’s Mountain Region. This 
position may require travel within the Mountain Region and occasional support to other Anchor 
Com markets. The ideal candidate is seeking an opportunity to grow their individual career in 
the DAS/ ERCES industry, has interest in being a part in the team efforts of delivering only the 
best solutions to potential customers, and is motivated in assisting in the overall growth of 
Anchor Com.  
 
Responsibilities: 
-Show up on time with positive attitude 
-Run and support installation crews in the field  
-Leading and mentoring less experienced team members  
-Assist Project Managers with scheduling project tasks 
-Professional communication with site contacts 
-Assist with site documentation and completion 
-Communication with Project Managers, Design, Warehouse, Technical Teams at Anchor Com 
-Keep field crews on task, motivated, and positive 
-Help track change orders or changes in scope of work 
-Completion of paperwork when projects require specific forms 
-Track Red Lines for As-Build documentation 
-Assistance in laying out equipment/installation locations 
-Attend and keep current on product and testing certifications per project requirements 
-Support installation, terminating, and certification when needed 
-Attention to detail and understanding of cable dressing and aesthetics 
-Always keep a good attitude 
-Enforce Anchor Com policies and culture 
 
Preferred Skills and Experience: 
-Ability to read and understand prints, drawings, and specifications 
-5 years related work experience. 
-Knowledge of general installation and cabling standards 
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-Very good communication skills 
-Low Voltage & Communication Cabling Experience 
-Terminating and Testing procedures for Fiber Optic Cables and Assemblies 
-Terminating and Testing procedures for 50Ohm coaxial Cables and Ancillary components 
-Experience working with multiple DAS OEMs (Past Certification Recommended) 
-Experience with RF and Optical Test Equipment (Past Certification Recommended) 
-Experience working on Carrier Grade DAS Deployments 
-Experience with Deploying Public Safety ERCES and Related Codes 
-Good Troubleshooting Skills 
-Capable of working independently 
-Experience Working in and around active construction sites 
-Ability to run multiple crews on site 
-Knowledge of DAS components and general connectivity 
-Past Experience with Commissioning and Optimization support 
-Understand and Follow Safety Procedures  
-Current OSHA 10 or OSHA 40 training is preferred 
 
Qualifications 
-Familiarity with Office Suite (Word, Excel, Outlook) 
-2 Years working in the DAS or Small Cell industry 
-Understanding of DC voltage 
-Knowledge of test standards (PIM, RL, OTDR, etc) 
-Positive Experience leading crews and project supervision 
-Understand functions of RF and Optical Test Equipment 
-Ability to execute plans and adapt where needed 
-Experience with record keeping and documentation 
-Understanding and ability to read blueprints, iBwave Drawings, and specifications 
 
Salary and Benefits: 
Anchor Com is in the position to fill this role with a competitive salary which is suitable for the 
experience of the individual and matches the required responsibilities. 
 
This position is eligible for additional benefit packages which include but are not limited to 
medical, dental, life, and disability insurance, as well as paid personal time off and holiday pay. 
 
About Anchor Com: 
Anchor Com is a full-service DAS Integrator who provides communication solutions to a varying 
field of clientele. From turnkey commercial 4G/5G solutions to custom public safety 
communication audits, Anchor Com is proud to have qualified teams to deploy any piece of the 
process.  Please visit our website at www.AnchorComLLC.com for more information. 
 
For consideration, qualified candidates are welcome to submit a resume to 
Chris@AnchorComLLC.com or call (406) 251-3166 to set up an in-person conversation. 
 


